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UM GRAVITY METER IS WORTH 11-9-66
4 TIMES ITS WEIGHT IN GOLD
A gravity meter is worth nearly four times its weight in gold. Five pounds of 
gold is valued at $2,800. The gravity meter, which weighs the same, sells for $10,000.
»
The University of Montana acquired a re-conditioned gravity meter this year 
at less than half its new cost, and it also acquired an expert to go with the meter,
* or visa-versa.
' i
Dr. Gary W. Crosby is the first geophysicist the UM has had in its 77 years.
The gravity meter is the only permanent resident instrument of its type in Montana, 
according to Crosby.
The hand-made instrument is carefully constructed to measure as little as one 
part in 100 million of the earth's gravity field.
Uses include measuring crustal thickness of the earth's surface, infering state
of floating equilibrium isostasy - the earth's land surfaces "float" on a molten, 
highly pressurized liquid rock) of the earth's crust, measuring tidal effects on gravity 
variations and indirectly determining strata bases which indicate land movements and 
^nsities.
Oil companies use gravity meters extensively to provide rough evidence of earth 
strata that may contain oil pockets. Crosby, 35, taught at East Texas State University 
last year and the four years before was a research geologist for a major oil company.
Columbia University awarded Crosby a Ph.D. in geophysics in 1963.
Projects at UM for geology students will include, according to Crosby, studies 
of faulted structural determinations -- land masses broken from previous positions 
on sides of western Montana mountains or other higher position structures. The masses 
may have become undistinguishable because of settlement on "older" bases.
The gravity meter can help determine density of the land, the faulted portions 
of which will register a lesser reading because of the comparative density to the 
"native" land and determining geological structure at depth.
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